Eng ineered for Elegance

“Luggage so fine it will stand
as a symbol of excellence”
—
Founder Joseph S. Hartmann, 1877

The love affair begins…
In life, there are only a few things that are
endlessly inspiring. They can be found
the world over transpiring in a myriad of
human pursuits — philosophy, art, food and
architecture… it’s all yours for the taking.
And traveling is the delightful medium
to do just that.
Over and above awe-inspiring adventures,
globetrotting is also about creating your own
classics — discovering breathtaking new places
and returning to trusty old favorites. Whether
you are traveling for business or pleasure,
remember the journey is as important as the
destination. So always embrace the novel and
cherish the classics; and fall in love over and
over again.

At Hartmann, our love affair with travel is
apparent in our iconic and innovative luggage
designs. Since 1877, they remain recognizable
hallmarks of the brand. Like any revered icon,
they have left an indelible mark in the world of
fine travel. Infusing new technologies alongside
our long-standing heritage is what keeps us
real and relevant.
Notably, our understated signature style,
impeccable craftsmanship, luxurious materials
and most importantly, our understanding of
the needs of the most discerning traveler.

HARTMANN 7R MASTER
—

Designed for those who want more out of life
What drives 20% of people to take more risks, test their limits and have an unquenchable
thirst for more? They all possess the 7R adventure gene. Inspired by the same aspiration
to go beyond, Hartmann designed the 7R luggage collection, a worthy tribute to travel
enthusiasts fueled by a spirit of adventure.
Leaning on its timeless legacy of true craftsmanship and sophisticated quality, 7R takes
creativity to new heights — pushing design boundaries to the limits, adding subtle details
that make stunning differences and perfecting its striking look and feel.

HARTMANN 7R MASTER
—

Characterized by craftsmanship
Great design stands the test of time. Paying homage to its revolutionary wardrobe trunk of the past, the 7R Master,
the brand’s distinctive aluminum case, exemplifies the original essence of classic design. Structurally sound, this pièce
de résistance is made of the finest aluminum and combines serious style, security and durability. Like prestigious
leather, aluminum acquires character over time, giving a nostalgic allure to this now-iconic sculpted shell design.

What sets it apart from the rest
Ingenuous yet exquisite touches that accentuate the travel experience are discreetly infused into this elegant piece.
Beginning with its minimalist design and irregular shell ribs to the shock-absorbing soft gliding wheels for silent and
seamless rolling, it never misses a beat when keeping in mind the needs of the seasoned traveler.

HARTMANN 7R MASTER
—

More than 250 steps
to create 1 suitcase
Connoisseurs of design classics will appreciate the fine
craftsmanship and reassuring innovative techniques
involved in making one Hartmann suitcase. A rigorous
and relentless process involving more than 250 steps
is required to make the unique design. The end result
is a pure masterpiece in custom design, innovation and
performance that will eclipse any fashion trend.

The making of the 7R Master
Selecting the material
Carefully selected from preeminent
suppliers, only the finest and most durable
aluminum is chosen.
Preparing the tools
Proficiently-constructed craftsman tools
are used to form our perfectly designed
shells, including the mold for our 7R
Master design.
Making the unique shell
Our shells are sculpted by applying
intense pressure to the aluminum sheet.
Forming the precise frame
Blending the latest-generation technology
with skilled craftsmanship, the frame is
contoured into shape.

A polished surface
Each shell is polished manually to
ensure a strikingly-stunning surface.

Adding excellence
As a symbol of excellence, the Hartmann
logo completes the signature look.

Wheels keep on turning
To ensure precise rotation, each multibearing wheel is checked and assembled
by hand.

Inserting the interior
The interior is fixed to each suitcase
by hand.

Fixed firmly by the finest decor
To give each case a signature look,
customized Hartmann rivets are created
to bond different elements.
Lining the inside
Various parts of the inside lining are put
together to ensure uniformity in the
interior.

The finishing touch
Each case is checked to ensure it meets
stringent quality standards, and then
polished and labeled.
Tests, tests and more tests
Before going into production, each
Hartmann product undergoes extensive
and strict crash and water tests so it will
withstand the harshest conditions.

HARTMANN 7R
—

Underneath lies
the ultimate strong body
Making the most of the latest state-of-the-art
material, the renewed 7R collection is made of a new
Hartmann-owned weaving pattern interlaced into the
revolutionary Curv® material. The end result is a
more lavish and luxurious looking suitcase.
What’s more, it cleverly disguises the robustness of
this impact-resistant hard-case shell making it the
strongest yet lightest Hartmann collection ever.

HARTMANN 7R
—

Smooth & luxurious
Sculpted and styled from innovative, metalized Curv material, this distinctive
and unique design is the cornerstone of this exclusive collection. Diligently made
with attention to every conceivable desire of the well-heeled traveler, form
and functionality blend beautifully. Thoughtful considerations are emphasized
in the intensely soft premium leather handles, customized interior lining and
extra integrated pockets. Lightweight and luxurious, it’s highly-suited for the
sophisticated traveler who enjoys pushing the boundaries of life.

HARTMANN INTENSITY SPL
—

Taking the classic hardside to new heights
The epitome of modern cool, the timeless Intensity SPL range has managed
to keep its magic since its launch. With its sleek metallic appearance and signature
Hartmann accents of warm vegetable tanned leather, this hardy suitcase maintains
classic proportions. For travelers seeking a modern contemporary style with a touch
of characteristic elements, this luggage collection elevates the classic hardside.

HARTMANN INTENSITY SPL
—

Silent beauty
This distinctive reinterpretation of classic design turns heads everywhere it goes.
The sturdy polycarbonate case is juxtaposed with warm luxurious elements, a hallmark
of Hartmann’s enviable style. The refined interior features plenty of convenient details
for easy and organized packing while the wheels allow the suitcase to silently and
effortlessly glide in all directions. A modern beauty both inside and out.

Elevating packing
to an art form
The measure of any good traveler is how well
he or she packs. Of course there are some simple rules to
follow: lay out everything you need, stick to a color scheme,
roll shirts so they don’t wrinkle and stuff shoes with socks.
But the secret to packing like a pro is finding a suitcase
that is organized with enough compartments and pockets
allowing you the versatility to fit and find everything
you need. Packing well is akin to traveling well.
The secret is finding the perfect travel companion.

HARTMANN TWEED BELTING COLLECTION
—

An all-American classic
Drawing inspiration from centuries-old tweed classic, there is nothing quite as iconic as the exclusive Tweed Belting
collection. Designed in America with legendary tweed fabric renowned for its enduring performance, this timeless
staple lends itself well to Hartmann designs and remains a recognizable hallmark of the brand. Pairing archival
elements with rich American vegetable tanned leather and strengthened with a water repellent finish,
this modern classic carries the legacy of fine travel.

The difference is in the details
Enthused with a skillful blend of reassuring tradition and sophisticated modern flair, stylish leather-custom binding,
metal detailing and understated signature essentials give this luggage a unique character. Lovingly crafted with
thought to form and functionality, the result is highly-coveted fabrics and luxurious final touches. Combining core
classics like the Legacy Duffel with the new European cabin-size Spinner®, this collection continues to reinvent itself
while staying distinctive for all the right reasons.

HARTMANN HM JAMESTOWN
—

Intelligence meets style
Visually stunning with a sleek modern design, the HM Jamestown collection brings time-honored Italian craftsmanship
into the 21st century. Made with a fine textured calf leather, this luxurious collection marries unmistakable richness with
intelligent functionality. Understanding that the difference really is in the details, every piece is perfectly thought out.
Business travelers will appreciate the attention paid to ensuring both interior and exterior is well-fitted with
easy-to-access pockets and smart sleeves for laptops and travel documents.
For comfortable and practical traveling, this piece is a fine business companion that will last for journeys to come.

HARTMANN J BIZNES
—

Smart designs for smart travelers
With an eye to creating business bags and cases to satisfy seasoned
on-the-go professionals, Hartmann incorporates luxury and utility in
its new J Biznes collection. In order to function well in the high-use
environments of constant travelers, each piece features a durable
but luxurious Saffiano leather front panel with tough ballistic nylon,
as well as ample multi-functional, easy-to-access pockets including
a smart computer sleeve. Meticulously made with every imaginable
need of the business traveler, it’s the clear choice when seamless
transitioning from business to leisure counts.

HARTMANN PEMBROKE
—

Understated elegance
Encompassing the true essence of Italian style and luxury, the
Pembroke Duffel sets the standard for timeless beauty. Like fine
wine, over time the premium leather darkens with warm shades
of color and takes on an unimaginable softness giving this bag a
vintage look and feel. Oozing with grace and sophistication, the
signature U-bend handle is the most outspoken identity of the
collection whispering sweet indulgence.

Crafted with genuine
Italian leather
Made in Italy, this gorgeous collection sits proudly in the forefront of contemporary
luxury bags. And for good reason. Employing a centuries-old tradition of artisanal
mastery, each leather piece takes a considerable time, attention and skill to
produce. Hartmann chooses only the finest quality crafted calf leather for its
extreme robustness and immediately recognizable richness. Embossed with its
distinctive Ducord™ stripes, this bag effuses excellence and authenticity.

SPINNER 55/20
73333
—
40x55x24 CM
37.5 L - 4.6 KG

Quartz (1721)

7R MASTER

7R

6525

2616

SPINNER 70/26
73334
—
49x70x29 CM
73.0 L - 6.6 KG

Rose gold (4357)

SPINNER 80/30
73335
—
54x80x30 CM
100.0 L - 7.2 KG

Ducord (5068)
limited edition
(available as of June 2016)

SPINNER S
68241
—
40x55x22 CM
38.0 L – 2.3 KG

SPINNER M
68242
—
46x70x28 CM
70.5 L – 3.1 KG

Rose gold (4357)

Black (1041)

SPINNER L
68243
—
49x76x30 CM
88.5 L – 3.3 KG

NEW

SPINNER XL
68244
—
53x81x33 CM
117.5 L – 3.8 KG

Titanium (1864)

Sky blue (1809)

(available as of March 2016)

seasonal colour
(available as of March 2016)

INTENSITY SPL

TWEED BELTING COLLECTION

2480

SPINNER 55/20

SPINNER 71/26

67912
—
36x55x25 CM
33.5 L – 3.2 KG

67913
—
36x55x25 CM
33.5 L – 3.2 KG

60729
—
47x71x27/31 CM
74/87.5 L – 4.4 KG

61331
—
47x71x27/31 CM
74/87.5 L – 4.4 KG

Aluminium (1004)

Black / Tan (1079)

Aluminium (1004)

Black / Tan (1079)

5853 - TWEED BELTING

SPINNER 81/30
60730
61332
—
—
54x81x32/36 CM
54x81x32/36 CM
119/135.5 L – 6.0 KG 119/135.5L – 6.0 KG

Aluminium (1004)

Black / Tan (1079)

ROLLING BUSINESS BAG
64190
—
45x42x25 CM
29.0 L – 4.0 KG

6017 - HM TWEED COLLECTION

SPINNER 55/20
64188
—
35x55x22 CM
26.5 L – 3.3 KG

MEDIUM JOURNEY EXP SPINNER
66048
—
46x74x26/30 CM
76/90 L – 4.7 KG

Natural Tweed (4652)

LONG JOURNEY EXP SPINNER
66108
—
53x86x31/35 CM
122.5/150.5 L – 5.6 KG

TWEED BELTING COLLECTION
5853 - TWEED BELTING

PEMBROKE

6017 - HM TWEED COLLECTION

6584

NEW

BRIEFCASE M
64193
—
42x31x13 CM
15.0 L – 1.0 KG

BRIEFCASE L
64208
—
43x33x20 CM
24.5 L – 1.5 KG

Natural Tweed (4652)

LEGACY DUFFEL
66044
—
50x31x27 CM
38.0 L – 1.5 KG

DUFFEL 43/17
74055
—
43x26x26 CM
31 L – 1.5 KG

Black (1041)

DUFFEL 53/20
74056
—
53x28x30 CM
39.0 L – 1.7 KG

Dark Brown (1251)

HM JAMESTOWN
6585

6585

NEW

BAILHANDLE S
74058
—
38x29.5x10 CM
9.5 L - 1.1 KG

BAILHANDLE M
74059
—
40.5x29.5x11.5 CM
13.0 L - 1.2 KG

Black (1041)

Brown (1139)

BAILHANDLE L
74060
—
42.5x32x16.5 CM
17.5 L - 1.5 KG

BACKPACK
74061
—
31x39.5x21 CM
17.5 L - 1.3 KG

CROSSOVER BAG
74062
—
21x21.5x8 CM
3.0 L - 0.5 KG

J BIZNES
6215

6215

NEW

SLIM BRIEFCASE
68027
—
41x29x9 CM
9.5 L - 0.9 KG

BRIEFCASE MEDIUM
68028
—
42x31x15 CM
16.5 L - 1.3 KG

Black (1041)

BACKPACK
68030
—
33x42x18 CM
21.0 L - 1.4 KG

SHOULDER BAG
68031
—
28x29x7 CM
6.0 L - 0.5 KG

ROLLING TOTE
68033
—
45x41x24,5 CM
24.0 L - 3.4 KG

Curv® is a registered US trademark of Propex Operating Company, LLC.
Hartmann is a registered trademark of Samsonite IP Holdings S.ar.l. © 2015 Samsonite IP Holdings S.ar.l.
Hartmann reserves the right to amend the specifications, colors, weight and dimensions of any product without prior warning.

EUROPE

CHINA

JAPAN

KOREA

Available in selected department stores

Shenzhen Airport Store

Mitsukoshi Nihombashi, Tokyo

Hyundai dept. Coex, Seoul

and premium leather goods specialists.

Mixc Shopping Mall, Shenzhen

Ginza Flagship, Tokyo

Hyundai dept. Main, Seoul

Friendship Store, Guangzhou

Umeda Hankyu Men’s, Osaka

Cheongdam Flagship Store, Seoul

Guangzhou Airport Store

Nagoya Mitsukoshi Sakae, Aichi

Lotte dept. Jamsil, Seoul

Store locator: hartmann.com

Hang Lung Plaza, Tianjin

Isetan Urawa dept store, Saitama

Shinsegae dept. Gangnam, Seoul

USA

Wangfujing dept. No2, Chengdu

Odakyu shinjuku, Tokyo

—

Madison Avenue, New York

Hangzhou Shopping Center

Abeno Harukas, Osaka

TAIWAN

South Park Mall, Charlotte

Hisense Plaza, Qingdao

Sapporo Mitsukoshi, Hokkaido

XinYi Mitsukoshi A9, Taipei

Gulph Road, King of Prussia

—

Matsuyama Mitsukoshi, Ehime

Panchiao Mega City, Taipei

Beverly Center, Los Angeles

HONG KONG

Sendai Mitsukoshi, Miyagi

Top City, Taichung

Fashion Walk, Causeway Bay

Tokyu Honten Dept Store, Tokyo

Tainan Dream Mall, Tainan

Available in selected department stores

SOGO, Tsim Sha Tsui

—

—

and premium leather goods specialists.

China Hong Kong City Store, Tsim Sha Tsui

SINGAPORE

PHILIPPINES

—

Wisma Atria

Rustan’s Glorietta

INDONESIA

Suntec City

Store locator: hartmann.com

Central dept. Grand Indonesia, Jakarta

Available in selected department stores
and premium leather goods specialists.
Store locator: hartmann.com

HARTMANN
BOUTIQUES

